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Abstract—We generate video summaries for science talks by
illustrating the main topics addressed in a physics lecture through
the use of scientific documentaries. We drive content selection by
the text stream. As such, we use a summarized transcript of a
physics lecture to select topic-related content from a collection
of documentaries. The issue of coherence is addressed as a
consequence of the content selection process, as well as by means
of video composition techniques via content organization. We
conducted a preliminary study intended to assess the behavior
of films and documentaries in summarization. Documentaries
achieve higher performance in comparison to films, comparing
the generated summaries against abstracts using the ROUGE
metrics. For science talks videos, our results concern data
from human subjective judgments. Video composition performed
using ranking achieves higher ratings than simplicial curves
for retaining the topics of the original document and overall
quality. We show that none of the composition techniques actually
addresses coherence, as perceived by the viewers.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Scientific talks have become an indispensable forum of
communication to disseminate ideas and research. There are
several means through which these talks can take place, varying from symposia, colloquia, or other types of conference presentations to lectures, and audio-visual entertainment media.
However, even though some formats have high-grade content,
such as lectures, their presentation is not always the most
appealing. In particular, they are suited to transmit systematic
knowledge instead of engaging the audience. On the other
hand, documentaries and other entertainment-driven programs
can provide an enhanced, or stylized, view of different aspects
of science. As such, they can provide consolidated information
benefiting from aesthetically assured visual and audible effects
inherited from filmmaking. Motivated by these aspects, we
illustrate the main subjects addressed in a physics lecture
using a collection of scientific documentaries. We generate
text-driven video summaries intended having as main concerns
content selection and coherence aspects.
Documentary was a practice baptized by the filmmaking
industry for portraying aspects of reality [1]. Today, documentaries continue to give cinematic embodiment to historical
events, argumentation, and research. In the context of science,
they became a medium through which not only the basic scientific principles were illustrated, but also the latest discoveries.
On the grounds of entertainment, they are showcased in an
organized and conceptually-understandable form intended for
the general audience. As such, documentary films incorporate
concepts of character development, continuity, as well as
montage editing [2].

Lectures, on the other hand, are formal talks primarily concerned with the transmission of information to an audience [3].
They are strictly structured around a syllabus and present
information concerning a specific issue with a set of topics.
In particular, physics lectures involve the study of various
interdisciplinary areas. These courses focus on the analysis
of nature, on understanding the behavior of the universe, or
real-world phenomena [4]. The fundamental principles taught
in them can be exemplified in a variety of ways. Scientific
documentaries can provide the content to showcase them.
Automatic video generation has been explored in a wide
variety of areas, including filmography [5], conference video
proceedings [6], sports [7], music [8], and matter-of-opinion
documentaries [9]. Specifically, the generation of multimedia artifacts has gained focus recently, as demonstrated by
the emergence of techniques that try to create video summaries [10]–[13].
In this paper, we present work concerning automatic generation of video summaries for science talks. The creation process
is guided by a concise, yet diverse, representation of the
audio transcript of a physics lecture. We obtain a thematicallycoherent artifact by selecting topic-related content from the
collection of documentaries. The issue of coherence is addressed as a consequence of the content selection process,
as well as by means of video composition techniques via
content organization. In this sense, section II reviews automatic summarization as an approach for content selection.
Section III presents methods for coherence in the context of
multimedia artifacts. Section IV describes our approach for
computing lecture-driven science talks videos, considering the
above aspects. Section V presents a preliminary study intended
to assess the performance of generic summarization algorithms
when applied to the domain of films and documentaries.
Section VI progresses towards the evaluation of lecture-driven
science talks videos involving human subjective judgments.
Section VII ends the document with the conclusion and
directions for future work.
II. C ONTENT S ELECTION
In this section, we review content selection methods. In
such settings, summarization algorithms represent the best
approaches for dealing with the task of identifying important
content. Whether it be for selecting similar content from an
information source, dealing with the issue of redundancy, or
incorporating diversity. Automatic summarization started with
the need of condensing large amounts of documents [14],

[15]. Early systems focused primarily on surface-level approaches [16]–[18]. Today, vast amounts of online data are
encouraging new exploratory research.
News has been the focus of summarization for a long
time. Numerous systems have emerged and still pervade, such
as NewsInEssence [19] and Newsblaster [20]. For speech
summarization, most work has concentrated on broadcast
news [21]–[24]. For music, identifying the representative parts
of a musical piece is a key issue for browsing, searching,
and recommending digital media content. Most summarization
methods involve techniques for segmentation (e.g. tonality,
and recurrent structure) and thumbnailing [25], [26]. From
the video perspective, the rise of visual content has motivated
applications for image and video indexing and retrieval [27],
[28]. Video summarization is mostly based on techniques for
segmentation, such as key-frame extraction and shot boundary
detection [29]–[32]. The multimodal nature of video encompasses: speech; audio; text; and images. Most approaches
condense the content of a video in a domain specific manner
and for that reason, do not generalize adequately over different
genres [33]. Existing methods are usually limited to exploring
low-level features, for instance: color, shape, and motion; or
acoustic characteristics for audio, such as loudness and pitch.
In sports, audio information is used to improve relevance
measures by means of whistle detection, goals, and faults [34].
Also, text data is a high-level feature that can be used as
a complement to low-level features, due to the rich content
information it contains [35].
A. Generic Summarization Algorithms
In this section, we review generic, language-, and domainindependent summarization methods based on: uncovering
latent structure (Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)); centrality
(LexRank and Support Sets); and diversity (Maximal Marginal
Relevance (MMR) and Graph Random-walk with Absorbing
StateS that HOPs among PEaks for Ranking (GRASSHOPPER)).
1) Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA): LSA infers contextual
usage of text based on word co-occurrence [36], [37]. Important topics are determined without the need for external lexical
resources [38]: each word’s occurrence context provides information concerning its meaning, producing relations between
words and sentences that correlate with the way humans
make associations. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is
applied to each document, represented by a t × n term-bysentences matrix A, resulting in its decomposition U ΣV T .
Summarization consists of choosing the k highest singular
values from Σ, giving Σk . U and V T are reduced to Uk and
VkT , respectively, approximating A by Ak = Uk Σk VkT . The
most important sentences are selected from VkT .
From the summarization perspective, however, there are
some limitations [39]. The number of sentences to be included
in the summary is equal to the number of dimensions used.
Thus, as the number of dimensions increase, the higher the
chances of including less significant sentences. Second, a
sentence with high values, but not the highest, will not win

in any dimension, and therefore, will not be chosen for the
summary. As a result, an enhanced version of LSA was
proposed [40], in which the score of each sentence si is
computed, as given by Equation 1, where v(i, k) corresponds
to the k-th element of the i-th sentence vector, and σ(k)
is the corresponding singular value of the matrix. For each
sentence in the V matrix, its components are multiplied by
the corresponding singular values. This favors index values in
the matrix V that correspond to the highest singular values
(the most important topics).
v
u n
uX
v(i, k)2 × σ(k)2
(1)
Score(si ) = t
k=1

2) LexRank: LexRank [41] is a centrality-based method
based on Google’s PageRank [42]. A graph is built using
sentences, represented by TF-IDF vectors, as vertexes. Edges
are created when the cosine similarity exceeds a threshold.
Equation 2 is computed at each vertex until the error rate
between two successive iterations is lower than a certain value.
In this equation, d is a damping factor to ensure the method’s
convergence, N is the number of vertexes, and S (Vi ) is the
score of the ith vertex.
X
Sim (Vi , Vj )
(1 − d)
P
+d×
S (Vj )
S (Vi ) =
N
Vk ∈adj[Vj ] Sim (Vj , Vk )
Vj ∈adj[Vi ]

(2)
3) Support Sets: Documents are typically composed by
a mixture of subjects, involving a main and various minor
issues. Support sets are defined based on this observation [43].
Important content is determined by creating a support set
for each passage, by comparing it with all others. The
most semantically-related passages, determined via geometric
proximity, are included in the support set. Summaries are
composed by selecting the most relevant passages, i.e., the
ones present in the largest number of support sets. For a
segmented information source I , p1 , p2 , . . . , pN , support sets
Si for each passage pi are defined by Equation 3, where Sim is
a similarity function, and i is a threshold. The most important
passages are selected by Equation 4.
Si , {s ∈ I : Sim(s, pi ) > i ∧ s 6= pi }

(3)

arg max
|{Si : s ∈ Si }|
n

(4)

s∈Ui=1 Si

B. Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR)
MMR is a query-based summarization method [44]. It
iteratively selects sentences via Equation 5 (Q is a query; Sim1
and Sim2 are similarity metrics; Si and Sj are non-selected
and previously selected sentences, respectively). λ balances
relevance and novelty. MMR can generate generic summaries
by considering the input sentences centroid as a query [45],
[46].


arg max λSim1 (Si , Q) − (1 − λ) max Sim2 (Si , Sj ) (5)
Si

Sj

1) Graph Random-walk with Absorbing StateS that HOPs
among PEaks for Ranking (GRASSHOPPER): GRASSHOPPER [47] is a re-ranking algorithm that maximizes diversity and minimizes redundancy. It takes a weighted graph
W (n × n: n vertexes representing sentences; weights are
defined by a similarity measure), a probability distribution r
(representing a prior ranking), and λ ∈ [0, 1], that balances
the relative importance of W and r. If there is no prior
ranking, a uniform distribution can be used. Sentences are
ranked by applying the teleporting random walks method in
an absorbing Markov chain, based on the n × n transition
matrix P̃ (calculated by normalizing the rows of W ), i.e.,
P = λP̃ + (1 − λ) 1r> . The first sentence to be scored is
the one with the highest stationary probability arg maxni=1 πi
according to the stationary distribution of P : π = P > π.
Already selected sentences may never be visited again, by
defining Pgg = 1 and Pgi = 0, ∀i 6= g. The expected number
−1
of visits is given by matrix N = (I − Q) (where Nij is the
expected number of visits to the sentence j, if the random
walker began at sentence i). We obtain the average of all
possible starting sentences to get the expected number of visits
to the jth sentence, vj . The sentence to be selected is the one
that satisfies arg maxni=|G|+1 vi .
III. T OPICAL C OHERENCE
In this section, we explore methods for coherence. We
revisit LSA (introduced in Section II-A1) as a technique
for characterizing coherence in the derived high-dimensional
semantic space. We present Latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA) [48], a generative probabilistic topic model, as a means
of obtaining thematically coherent content. And, present the
Locally Weighted Bag of Words (Lowbow) framework [49] to
preserve sequential information by modeling text as simplicial
curves.
A. Using LSA for Local Measures of Coherence
LSA has been proposed for predicting local measures of
coherence, through the relatedness of text units (e.g., sentences), in the derived semantic space [50]. In this framework,
the input data is collected in a frequency matrix, where rows
correspond to text units (e.g., words) and columns represent
the linguistic context (e.g., documents). After the application
of SVD to the sparse frequency matrix, the latent structure is
uncovered. From this procedure, a sentence is represented by
a vector in the high-dimensional semantic space composed by
the mean of the vectors of its words (represented in the matrix
of left singular vectors Uk ). Local measures of coherence are
determined by assessing the similarity of adjacent sentences
through the cosine of their
P means, as described by Equation 6.
Where µ(S~i ) = |S1i | ~u∈Si ~u, and ~u is the row vector in
matrix Uk which corresponds to the word u. In this way, local
coherence amounts to the degree of semantic similarity between sentences S1 , and S2 . Furthermore, an overall measure

of text coherence can be determined, by averaging the cosines
of all pairs of adjacent sentences in the text.
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B. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
LDA is an unsupervised, statistical topic model, for collections of discrete data [48]. Document collections are explained
based on mixtures of topic distributions, following the intuitive
notion that documents exhibit multiple topics. Each topic is
characterized as a distribution over words in a fixed vocabulary. Each document is a random mixture of topics. Given
the trained model, is it possible to find related documents by
assessing the similarity of their topic mixtures.
The iterative process for document generation works as
follows, for each document d in the collection:
1) A k-dimensional topic weight vector θd is drawn,
modeled by the Dirichlet random variable α, where k
corresponds to the number of topics, which is assumed
to be known. The vector determines which topics are
most likely to appear in the document.
2) For each word n in document d:
a) A topic zn is drawn from the multinomial distribution θd .
b) Given the chosen topic zn , a word is drawn from
the corresponding probability distribution over the
vocabulary, β. From this procedure, each word in
the document is generated by a different, randomly
chosen, topic.
A new document can be situated in the trained model using
variational inference. From this procedure, the variational
Dirichlet parameters γ and φ are learned. γ represents the
distribution of topics of the new document given the previous
k-topic model. φ represents the distribution of topics for each
word of the new document given the previous k-topic model.
Variational inference can be seen as an optimization problem
by simplifying the original model, where some dependencies
are removed to decouple α and β.
C. Simplicial Curves
In this approach, we consider a new modeling process for
representing documents as smooth curves in a multinomial
simplex. The main idea behind the Lowbow framework is
preserving sequential content information in text, as opposed
to the bag-of-words assumption [49]. In Lowbow, collections
of word histograms, throughout the document, keep track
of occurring changes, in contrast to n-gram models, that
represent frequency, independently of the patterns position.
Fundamentally, this framework aims at temporally smoothing
the original word sequence, using a local smoothing kernel.
In geometrical terms, the collection of word histograms is
equivalent to parametrized curves in the simplex. Following
this model, differential geometry provides the means to change
properties of continuity, as well as smoothness in the generated

curves. As such, they depend on the word sequence and a
smoothing kernel (σ), which interpolates between a singlepoint bow representation (σ → ∞) and the original word
sequence representation (σ → 0). By varying σ between 0
and ∞, the Lowbow representation captures sequential detail
at different resolutions.
IV. L ECTURE - DRIVEN S CIENCE TALKS
Figure 1, depicts the architecture of the computational
method developed for generating lecture-driven science talks.
Our approach takes as input the audio transcript of a physics
lecture, segmented at sentence-level. We employ GRASSHOPPER (Section II-B1) to obtain sentences representative of particular groups (centrality), as well as the differences between
them (diversity). The timeline order of the input lecture is
maintained throughout the process to preserve the original
cause-effect theme relations. LSA is used to aid the subsequent
process of extracting topic-related content from documentaries. We span the sentences returned from GRASSHOPPER,
to include other semantically-related sentences concerning the
same subject. Locally-coherent groups are obtained by comparing adjoining sentences in the derived high-dimensional
semantic space (see Equation 6). The degree of semantic
relatedness is characterized by the cosine distance. In the
subsequent phase, the identified locally-coherent groups of
sentences are used for querying the collection of documentaries in a 2-step process.

Fig. 1: Proposed architecture for automatic generation of
lecture-driven science talks. θ represents topic mixtures.
A. 2-Stage Model
We strategize a refinement process for content selection
given the locally-coherent summarized lecture. We train
a LDA model at document-level, to obtain a subset of topicrelated documentaries. Then, we train a new model using this
subset, segmented at sentence-level, to allow for a more finegrained selection. In the first stage of our approach, the topic
information embedded in the documents can help the context
understanding process by guiding the next stage. As such, we

select the most topic-related documentaries to the lecture and
then, proceed to select the most topic-related sentences.
We characterize each documentary document in the collection by its topic weight vector, which represents the topic
proportions, or the amount of contribution for each of the k
topics. Variational inference is performed on the summarized
lecture (unseen document), using the previously estimated
model. From this procedure, we compute topic relatedness
using the cosine distance at document-level in the first stage
of our process. In a similar manner, for the second stage
we compare each group of locally-coherent lecture sentences
with sentences from the documentary subset. As a result, for
each lecture group segment, we obtain the top-n topic-related
candidate sentences from documentaries. This process forges
the basis for the subsequent video composition techniques.
B. Video Composition
Video composition is selectively focused on choosing the
candidates that best present the original content. Given the
top-n candidate documentary sentences for each lecture segment, we explore two distinctly-purposed methods: a ranking
mechanism and simplicial curves. We minimize the perceived
impact of fragmentation in the final video owing to sentencelevel composition. LSA is applied for expanding the chosen
candidate sentences to include other adjacent semanticallyrelated sentences. This process constitutes the final step in
the ranking mechanism. On the other hand, it is applied
beforehand for simplicial curves, to improve the flow of
information between the sequences of locally-coherent groups
of sentences.
1) Ranking: Given the top-n topic-related candidates for
each lecture sentence, the Support Sets algorithm is used to
let the candidate sentences compete among them and, in this
way, obtain a sentence ranking. The final video is composed
by choosing the best ranked candidate documentary sentence
for each lecture segment. However, the same documentary
sentence can be a candidate for more than one lecture segment.
To circumvent including redundant content in the final artifact,
only unused candidates are chosen. If the best ranked candidate
sentence was already selected, the next in rank is used.
2) Simplicial Curves: In this approach, we hypothesize that
aspects of fluidity are incorporated in the video by minimizing
the geometric distance between the end and initial segments
of successive curves. Thus, given two sets of top-n candidates
corresponding to consecutive lecture segments, a curve is
generated for each candidate using a simplex composed from
the collection of documentaries. Sequentially, we compare
using Euclidean distance each of the end points of the first
set’s curves with the start points of the second set’s curves.
The geometrically closest value determines the pair of curves
that most contribute to information fluidity. After selecting the
first two candidates, we proceed to compare the ending points
of the previous second curve, with the start points of the curves
generated for the top-n candidates corresponding to the next
lecture segment. The process is repeated until a candidate is
selected for each lecture segment. As in the ranking method,

the same documentary sentence can be a candidate for more
than one lecture segment. If a candidate was already selected,
the next geometrically closest is used.

TABLE II: Properties of plot summaries and synopses.
#Sentences

Plot
Plot
Plot
Plot

Summaries
Synopses
Summaries
Synopses

AVG
5
120
102
2261

MIN
1
6
17
236

MAX
21
399
438
7110

V. P RELIMINARY S TUDY: S UMMARIZATION OF F ILMS AND
D OCUMENTARIES

#Words

In this study, we create extractive, single-document, text
summaries for films and documentaries. Our main goal is to
understand the quality of automatic summaries produced for
films and documentaries, using the well-known behavior of
news articles as reference. The collected films tell a story based
on fictive events. The collection of collected documentaries
address, almost entirely, scientific subjects. Thus, we consider
films as being fictional, and documentaries as non-fictional.
We study the parallelism between the information carried in
subtitles and scripts of both films and documentaries. We use
five text-based summarization approaches (described in detail
in Section II-A), namely: LSA [38], LexRank [41], Support
Sets [43], MMR [44] , and GRASSHOPPER [47]. Generated summaries are evaluated against manual abstracts using
ROUGE metrics, which correlate with human judgements [51],
[52].

TABLE III: Properties of subtitles and scripts.

A. Datasets
We use three datasets: newspaper articles (baseline data),
films, and documentaries. Film data consists of subtitles and
scripts, containing scene descriptions and dialog. Documentary data consists of subtitles containing mostly monologue.
Reference data consists of manual abstracts (for newspaper
articles), plot summaries (for films and documentaries), and
synopses (for films).
1) Newspaper Articles: TeMário [53] is composed by 100
newspaper articles written in Brazilian Portuguese, covering
several subjects, for instance “world”, “politics”, and “foreign
affairs”. For each newspaper article, there is a human-made
abstract summary used as reference. Table I sums up the
properties of this dataset.
TABLE I: TeMário corpus characterization.
#Sentences
#Words

News Story
Summary
News Story
Summary

AVG
29
9
608
192

MIN
12
5
421
120

MAX
68
18
1315
345

2) Films: We collected 30 films, with an average of 4
plot summaries (minimum of 1, maximum of 7) and 1 plot
synopsis per film (Table II). Table III presents the properties
of the subtitles, scripts, and the concatenation of both. Not
all the information present in the scripts was used: dialogues
were removed in order to make them more similar to plot
summaries.
3) Documentaries: We collected 98 documentaries. Table IV presents the properties of their subtitles: note that
the number of sentences is smaller than in films, influencing
ROUGE (recall-based) scores.

#Sentences

#Words

Subtitles
Script
Script + Subtitles
Subtitles
Script
Script + Subtitles

AVG
1421
1870
3291
9337
17165
27257

MIN
773
738
1819
4663
6311
14309

MAX
3000
3721
5389
20749
30980
41751

We collected 223 manual plot summaries and divided
them into four classes (Table V): 143 “Informative”, 63
“Interrogative”, 9 “Inviting”, and 8 “Challenge”. “Informative”
summaries contain factual information about the program; “Interrogative” summaries contain questions that arouse viewer
curiosity, e.g. “What is the meaning of life?”; “Inviting” are
invitations, e.g. “Got time for a 24 year vacation?”; and,
“Challenge” entice viewers on a personal basis, e.g. “are you
ready for...?”. We chose “Informative” summaries due to their
resemblance to the sentences extracted by the summarization
algorithms. On average, there are 2 informative plot summaries
per documentary (minimum of 1, maximum of 3).
B. Experimental Setup
For news articles, summaries were generated with the
average size of the manual abstracts (≈ 31% of their size).
For each film, two summaries were generated, by selecting
a number of sentences equal to (i) the average length of its
manual plot summaries, and (ii) the length of its synopsis. In
contrast with news articles and documentaries, three types of
input were considered: script, subtitles, script+subtitles. For
each documentary, a summary was generated with the same
average number of sentences of its manual plot summaries
(≈ 1% of the documentary’s size).
Content quality of summaries is based on word overlap
(as defined by ROUGE) between generated summaries and
their references. ROUGE-N computes the fraction of selected
words that are correctly identified by the summarization
algorithms (cf. Equation 7: RS are reference summaries,
gramn is the n-gram length, and countmatch (gramn ) is the
maximum number of n-grams of a candidate summary that
co-occur with a set of reference summaries). ROUGE-SU
measures the overlap of skip-bigrams (any pair of words in
their sentence order, with the addition of unigrams as counting
unit). ROUGE-SU4 limits the maximum gap length of skipbigrams to 4.
P
P
S∈RS
gramn ∈S countmatch (gramn )
P
ROUGE-N = P
(7)
S∈RS
gramn ∈S count(gramn )

Fig. 2: Relative performance for all datasets. For films the relative performance was measured against plot synopses and plot
summaries: MMR used λ = 0.50; and Support Sets used the cosine distance and threshold = 50%.
TABLE IV: Properties of documentaries subtitles.
#Sentences
#Words

AVG
340
5864

MIN
212
3961

MAX
656
10490

TABLE V: Properties of the documentary plot summaries.

#Sentences

#Words

Informative
Interrogative
Inviting
Challenge
Informative
Interrogative
Inviting
Challenge

AVG
4
4
6
5
82
103
146
104

MIN
1
1
2
2
26
40
63
59

MAX
18
19
11
9
384
377
234
192

C. Results and Discussion
Figure 2 presents an overview of the performance of each
summarization algorithm across all domains. The results concerning news articles were the best out of all three datasets
for all experiments. However, summaries for this dataset
preserve, approximately, 31% of the original articles, in terms
of sentences, which is significantly higher than for films
and documentaries (which preserve less than 1%), necessarily
leading to higher scores. Documentaries achieve the best
results for plot summaries, in comparison with films, using
scripts, subtitles, or the combination of both. Additionally,
the experiments conducted for script+subtitles for films, in
general, do not improve scores above those of scripts alone,
except for Support Sets for ROUGE-1.
Overall, LSA performed consistently better for news articles and documentaries. For films, LexRank was the best
performing algorithm. MMR has the lowest scores for all
metrics and all datasets. We observed that sentences closer to
the centroid typically contain very few words, thus leading to

shorter summaries and the corresponding low scores. Considering plot summaries, documentaries achieved higher results
in comparison with films. However, in general, the highest
score for these two domains is achieved using films scripts
against plot synopses. Note that synopses have a significant
difference in terms of sentences in comparison with plot
summaries. The average synopsis has 120 sentences, while
plot summaries have, on average, 5 sentences for films, and
4 for documentaries. This gives synopses a clear advantage in
terms of ROUGE (recall-based) scores, due to the high count
of words.
Interestingly, by observing the average of ROUGE-1,
ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-SU4, it is possible to notice that
it follows very closely the values of ROUGE-SU4. These results suggest that ROUGE-SU4 adequately reflects the scores
of both ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2, capturing the concepts
derived from both unigrams and bigrams.
VI. E XPERIMENTS
Building upon the previous study, for lecture-driven science
talks, we progress towards evaluation involving human subjective judgments. We assess several factors that require a deeper
understanding of the output. On the basis of composition using
ranking and simplicial curves we measure: how much of the
topic information in the input lecture is portrayed in the final
video; coherence; and overall quality.
A. Datasets
We use two datasets, consisting of lectures and documentaries. Lecture data consists of video-recorded lectures
including the corresponding audio transcripts. Documentary
data consists of the videos and corresponding subtitles.

1) Lectures: We collected 119 physics lectures. They represent part of the educational material archived at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) OpenCourseWare (OCW), and
correspond to several one semester courses, namely: the early
universe; classical mechanics; electricity and magnetism; and,
vibration and waves.
2) Documentaries: We collected 277 documentaries. They
constitute, almost entirely, scientific-related material. The predominant subject is correspondent to matters of the universe,
for instance: its formation and development, the chemistry and
physics of interstellar objects, or examination of the cosmos,
involving the study of the stars, planets, comets, and galaxies.
Other, more marginal subjects inside the collection, encompass
the history of science and the manifestations of life on Earth.
B. Experimental Setup
The input lecture is summarized to 5 sentences preserving
the original order. LSA is used to include other locallycoherent sentences. We use Armadillo’s implementation of the
SVD operation [54]. We apply it to a terms by documents
matrix, built through TF-IDF weights using the lecture dataset.
In the derived semantic space, we choose the number of
dimensions whose values are greater than half of the highest
singular value in the diagonal matrix Σ [39]. A coherence
score is assigned for each lecture sentence following the
Equation 6. We iteratively include adjoining sentences if their
assigned score is greater than a threshold that was fixed to 0.8.
In the context of our 2-stage process (Section IV-A), we
train a 100-topic model at document-level using the documentary dataset with the hyperparameter α = 0.3. We
apply the Porter’s stemmer algorithm to the vocabulary used
for LDA [55]. This step, allows the topic model to consider
similar meaning words that have the same root, as the same
entity, by the process of removing their commoner morphological and inflectional endings. Inferring the locally-coherent
summarized lecture in the estimated model, we compose a
subset of topic-related documentaries, whose cosine values
are greater than a third of the highest topic mixture similarity
value. In the subsequent stage, we train a 10-topic model for
this subset segmented at sentence-level with α = 0.5. For each
of the lecture’s locally-coherent group of sentences, we obtain
the top-10 candidate topic-related documentary sentences.
For video composition, we establish a sentence ranking
using the Support Sets algorithm parametrized with the cosine distance and threshold=50%. Simplicial curves were
parametrized with σ = 0.01. Euclidean distance determines
the geometrically closest end to start segments of curves,
which correspond to the first, or last, 10 words of the corresponding sentence. Each group of locally-coherent sentences
is included in the final video by considering the time from the
first to the last sentence’s timestamp.
Additionally, joining audio/video segments from different
sources results in abrupt video transitions lacking loudness
consistency. Thus, we begin and end each video segment
with fade-in/fade-out effects. Video processing tasks (e.g.,

segmentation and concatenation) were accomplished via FFMPEG [56]. Audio processing tasks (e.g., dynamic range compression) were accomplished via Sound eXchange (SoX) [57].
C. Results
Two questionnaires concerning 4 physics lectures were developed for collecting data from human subjective judgments.
In the first questionnaire, the first two videos were composed
using ranking, and the last two, simplicial curves. In the
second questionnaire, guiding the video generation process
using the same physics lectures, the first two videos were
composed using simplicial curves, while the remaining two
using ranking. The form’s estimated time of completion is of
30 minutes. The average length of each video is of 5 minutes.
We collected a total of 49 answers, consisting of 2 groups
of 26, and 23 anonymous answers, for the first and second
questionnaires, respectively.
D. User Analysis
The gender population is predominantly male, consisting
of 34 male, and 15 female answers. Our demographic age
consists mostly of users ranging [18-25] years of age – 29
answers; followed by the next age group of [26-49] – 12
answers; and the last group of 50, or more, years of age – 8
answers. In regard to the level of education, participants were
asked their highest degree earned: the majority of answers
constitutes a total of 41% for bachelor’s degree; followed by
27% for master’s degree; 20% for high school; and lastly, 12%
of the respondents earned a level of education corresponding
to doctorate or higher. In addition, we asked if the academic
degree obtained is related to the subject of physics, of which
53% answered “yes”, and 47% answered “no”. Even though
the question is ambiguous (e.g., some engineering courses
might be considered tangent to the subject), it helps us
understand the users point of view in this matter.
We assessed the users’ interest in the scientific field (scale of
1 (“no interest”) to 10 (“frequently follow scientific matters”)).
75% of the participants answered with scores comprised within
7 to 10 (median: 8, minimum: 4, maximum: 10). Also, we
asked how often they watch documentaries: almost half (49%)
of the respondents reported watching documentaries on a
monthly basis; 27% watch on a weekly basis; and 6% daily. A
small portion of users reported to occasionally (8%), or never
(10%) to watch documentaries.
E. Science Talks Videos
Each video in the questionnaire was preceded with a brief
overview of the lecture that guided the process of content
selection. After each video, the users had to enumerate at
least 3 topics that best characterize the content displayed. The
quality of the videos is assessed by asking the users to rate (i)
if the topics of the video are related to the previously presented
lecture summary; (ii) coherence, broadly defined as an overall
sense of understandability; (iii) overall quality of the video.
Figure 3 illustrates the results of the videos produced for
each lecture (rating scale from 1 (lowest score) to 10 (highest

(a) Lecture 1: Basic Concepts of (b) Lecture 2: Black-Body RadiaNewtonian Mechanics.
tion and the Early Universe.

(c) Lecture 3: The Cosmic Mi- (d) Lecture 4: Inflationary Coscrowave Background Radiation. mology and the Multiverse.

Fig. 3: Results for science talks videos generated for the four
lectures in the questionnaires. For each question, we present
the relative ratings of each composition technique, ranking and
curves.

score)). For the first question, it is possible to observe from
the ranking results in Figure 3a that the group of scores is
comprised mostly between 7 and 9 (median: 8, minimum: 4,
maximum: 10). For curves, the results are lower with data
being more skewed for the second quartile group. Hence, 25%
of the responses from users that considered the video to not
be significantly related to the lecture, tend to have dispersed
opinion results ranging from the score 3.5 to 7. For the second
lecture (Figure 3b), the median results are slightly higher
for curves (median: 8) than ranking (median: 7.5), but with
higher dispersion of data. For the third lecture (Figure 3c), the
difference between methods is more significant, with ranking
achieving higher scores. For the forth lecture (Figure 3d), there
is little statistical variability between the methods, which show
symmetrical first, second, and third quartiles. In conclusion,
we performed the Wilcoxon signed-ranked test using the
scores for ranking and curves, which indicates that the results
achieved with ranking are statistically significantly higher
than those of curves (Z-value: -4.3101; p-value: 0; significant
results at p ≤ 0.01).
For results pertaining coherence, the overall patterns of
response are closely related for both composition techniques.
The first (Figure 3a), and forth lecture (Figure 3d), achieve
the same median scores of 8. Regarding the second quartile
group, response data is less skewed for curves than ranking.
On the other hand, comparing the second (Figure 3b), and
third lecture (Figure 3c), it is possible to observe mixed results
concerning the median scores for both methods. We performed
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The results indicate that there is
no difference between the methods (Z-value: -0.1042; p-value:

0.92034; the result is not significant at p ≤ 0.05).
For overall rating, there are no clear requirements for the
answer besides the users own personal opinion. As shown for
the first (Figure 3a) and forth lecture (Figure 3d), there is
a high level of agreement amongst users for ranking, which
is denoted by the small range between the first and third
quartile. With the exception of the second lecture, composition
by ranking seems to provide more favorable results according
to the users overall rating. Notably, concerning the third lecture
for ranking, 50% of the total respondents have a distributional
score comprised within the rating of 9 and 10. The Wilcoxon
test indicates that the results achieved with ranking are statistically significantly higher than those of curves (Z-value:
-2.4082; p-value: 0.00798; significant results at p ≤ 0.01).
Furthermore, users were asked to identify the topics that
best characterize each video presented. For the first lecture,
the most frequently identified topics in the video generated
using ranking encompass: gravity, Einstein’s general relativity,
and Newton’s laws. For the video using curves, the most
frequent topics are: gravity, string theory, mass, and wormhole.
For the third lecture, the most frequent topics for ranking
are: big bang, inflation, background radiation, and universe.
Accordingly, for curves the most frequent topics are: big bang,
fundamental particles, matter, and neutrino. The videos for
the second (Figure 3b), and forth lecture (Figure 3d) share
most common topics, namely black holes, and radiation, with
the exception of speed of light for ranking, and ozone layer
for curves. For the forth lecture, the most frequent topics
are shared between the methods: big bang; universe; and
multiverse.
Overall, results suggest that video composition performed
using ranking is better for retaining the topics of the original
document and for overall quality. Regarding coherence we
were not able to detect statistical differences between the
composition techniques. In regard to the open questions, most
critics from users were positive remarking that the videos
enabled good consolidation of information. Others mentioned
some abrupt transitions between parts of the video. Specifically
for the second lecture using ranking, viewers identified the
segment of the video regarding ozone layer radiation as being
less coherent with the rest of the video that refers to blackbody radiation.
F. Discussion
We hypothesized that aspects of fluidity, and flow of information, are incorporated in the final video by minimizing
the geometric distance between the end and initial segments
of successive curves generated for documentary candidate
sentences. The results of our statistical analysis led us to
conclude that none of the methods for composition really
manages coherence, as it is perceived by viewers. The sentences that compose the video are always chosen from each
top-n candidate sentences that are topic-related to the lecture.
Topical coherence is being dragged from the process of
content selection. On the whole, composition using Support
Sets for establishing a ranking yields better results with less

distributional variability. We parametrized the algorithm with
threshold at 50%, which allows the inclusion of half of the
input for each support set created. As such, the chosen top
ranked sentences are the most central (important) in the group,
containing information more similar to all other candidates.
For composition using simplicial curves, some of the sentences
selected can be less topic-related in comparison, but promote
flow of information regarding the video as a whole. This
explains the more dispersed ratings for some lectures regarding
the results from Figure 3.
Several viewers pointed out a particular video segment from
the second lecture as being out of context concerning the ozone
layer and UV radiation. This is a recurring problem associated
to relying on the bag-of-words assumption for LDA. Word
order is often critical to capture the meaning of text in various
contexts. In this work, words are considered as separate entities
in the model with different degrees of importance. As such,
the top most probable words of the topic that originated the
video segment out of context are: radiation, black, cosmic,
gamma, and burst. Through the process of inferring the lecture
segment in the model, the candidate documentary sentence
regarding ozone radiation, and the UV rays in the atmosphere,
is given high probability for the previous topic. As a result,
the sentence is included in the top-n candidates for that lecture
segment.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We presented a computational method for illustrating the
main topics addressed in a physics lecture using a collection
of scientific documentaries. We address the issue of coherence
as a consequence of the content selection process, as well
as by means of video composition techniques via content
organization.
A preliminary study was conducted to assess the behavior
of films and documentaries in summarization. We analyzed the
impact of the five summarization algorithms on three datasets.
The newspaper articles dataset was used as a reference. The
other two datasets, consisting of films and documentaries, were
evaluated against plot summaries, for films and documentaries,
and synopses, for films. The best performing algorithms
are LSA, for news and documentaries, and LexRank and
Support Sets, for films. Considering plot summaries, nonfictional documentaries achieved higher results in comparison
with fictional films.
For lecture-driven science talks videos, we progressed towards evaluation involving human subjective judgments. We
studied the quality of the videos on the basis of composition
using ranking and simplicial curves. We show that the ranking
mechanism is better for retaining the topics of the original
lecture and producing videos more in accordance with users’
judgments of quality. For coherence, we did not detect statistical differences between the composition techniques. However,
while modeling sequence using the curves method is able to
achieve higher results with more user agreement for two of the
four lectures used, ranking achieves in general more consistent
distributional scores.

We plan to explore the effects of different n-grams in the
first stage of our process (topic model trained at documentlevel), to incorporate more contextual information. Furthermore, the time interval corresponding to the sentences of
the subtitles does not always encompass the speech that it
is portraying. The underlying audio stream can be used to
provide continuity cues. For that, a data-drive voice-activity
detector based on long short-term memory recurrent neural
networks can be used [58].
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